
ACTIVITY: Dropping anchor 
CASE: GSAF 1987.07.11 
DATE: July 11, 1987 
LOCATION: The incident took place 
in at the mouth of the Pee Dee River 
in Winyah Bay, midway between 
Charleston and Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina, USA. 
 
BOAT: A 17-foot fishing boat 
OCCUPANTS: The DeMaurice 
family: Bubba and his wife and 
daughter. 
 
NARRATIVE: At a spot adjacent to 
the one of the jetties, Bubba stopped 
the boat and his wife let the anchor 
drop into the water.  Before the anchor reached the seafloor bottom, a shark seized it. The 
shark broke the surface but, unable to free itself of the anchor, it submerged and was 
dragging the boat toward deeper waters. Fearing the boat would be swamped Bubba cut 
the anchor line and headed for shore. 
 
INJURY: No injury. This was not an “attack”, but we have included it in this file because it 
provides an insight into shark behavior and the possible motivation for some cases of shark 
bite. 
 
SPECIES: Mr. DeMaurice did not get a good enough look at the shark to make a positive 
identification but said it was about 12 feet in length with a “symmetrical” caudal fin. June 
(Bubba’s wife or daughter) believed it was a white shark.  
 

SOURCE: Great White Sharks of the Carolinas & Georgia, John Hairr, first edition 2009 
page 50-52. 
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On July 11th 1987 R.W. “Bubba” 
DeMaurice, his wife June, his 
daughter BJ, and his father motored 
their 17-foot fishing boat across 
Winyah Bay from the boating access 
south of Georgetown.  Winyah Bay is 
situated midway between Charleston 
a n d  M y r t l e  B e a c h ,  S o u t h 
Carolina.  The Bay forms an opening 
along the South Carolina coast where 
the waters of the Pee Dee River and 
its tributaries flow into the Atlantic 
Ocean.  Two rock jetties reach out 
into the ocean at the mouth of the 
bay.  These jetties are a popular 
place for recreational fisherman to 
target a variety of diverse fish that 
can be found on this man made rock 
wall.  As the DeMaurice family moved 
into a spot adjacent to the one of the 
jetties, Bubba stopped the boat and 
his wife let the anchor drop into the 
water.  Before the anchor could make 
its way to the bottom, something 
really big seized it.  At first, Bubba did 
not realize what was going on, but 
the actions of his wife and daughter, 
along with their exclamations of “He’s 
got it in his mouth!” let him know that 
something was wrong.  As Bubba 
looked over the edge of the boat, he saw that the line holding the anchor was being dragged 
through the water, and then went slack as whatever had taken the anchor was headed for the 
surface.  An instant later, an enormous shark erupted from below as it thrashed about on the 
surface of the water just a few feet from their boat. 
  
“The anchor was lodged in the side of the shark’s mouth as he came up” recalled June.  “I still 
remember it as if it were yesterday and I still have a hard time being on a small boat.  The shark’s 
mouth was large enough that I could have fit my entire head and shoulders down its mouth.  It 
came up at the bow of the boat, mouth open, extended back with many teeth showing.  As it was 
hooked on the anchor, it extended outwards a time or two, and it appeared to be the length of the 
boat.  “There were no stripes on this shark.  It was not a Tiger Shark.  It was not a Mako.  I’m 
sure of that.”  
  
Based on her observations of the shark while is was stretched out on the surface and as she was 
staring into its mouth, June concluded that the shark she was looking at was a Great White.  The 
head was triangular shaped, not pointed like a Mako nor rounded like a Bull Shark.  The teeth 
were large and triangular in shape, not curved like a Tiger Shark nor small and conical shaped 
like a Basking Shark.  In addition, the shark was colored a dark grey on top, and was lighter 
underneath. 
  
Mr. DeMaurice did not get a good enough look at the shark to make a positive identification.  “I 
have no idea what kind it was” he recalled.  “I do remember the tail as being symmetrical and the 

Note: This a photograph of a mako shark,  
not a white shark. 

17-foot fishing boat DeMaurice family 
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length in the 12 foot range.  I never got a good look at his head.  My wife and little girl were the 
only ones that saw the head when they pulled the anchor out and he first picked up.” 
  
Unable to shake free of the anchor, the shark went back underwater, dragging the front of the 
boat under the surface for a brief moment, then whipping the boat about in the water.  The shark 
headed back up toward the surface and started swimming for the deeper waters of the ocean.  
  
Bubba DeMaurice realized the boat was being pulled out into the Atlantic, and something drastic 
had to be done before the shark reached the deep waters, where it would possibly swamp the 
vessel. He kept a cool head as he sized up the situation.  Instead of struggling with the shark and 
risk swamping his boat, he let the fish pull them out towards the ocean while his wife tried cutting 
the rope with what must have seemed a ridiculously inadequate filet knife.  After about thirty 
seconds of vigorously hewing at the rope, she successfully severed the line.  The shark headed 
out to sea, and the DeMaurice family headed for shore. 
  
Whether or not the shark was able to free itself from the anchor is unknown.  As to what 
possessed the large fish to grab their anchor in the first place, Bubba DeMaurice has a theory.  “I 
think the shark probably mistakenly thought the anchor was a skate when it entered the water as 
skates were plentiful and he was probably feeding on them.” 
  
SOURCE: Great White Sharks of the Carolinas & Georgia, John Hairr, first edition 2009 page 50-
52. 
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